Short Bids
Bidding
Guide

A Letter from the CO for Recognition and Service
Hello all,
This year, we face the unusual challenge of finding the campus
rhythm again after two years of being away from campus life in the
traditional sense. As we move through the year with caution, most
feel a difference in stress, time, and the many other factors
contributing to our college experience. Though the region is
assessing participation in bidding, we wanted to offer a unique
bidding opportunity that reaches the majority of us. Short bids are
bids that are shorter than the average bid. They are fun ways to
highlight institutional and regional spirit and win polar points. The
following pages of this document detail the individual bids and
their award processes. We hope these short bids spark some
creativity and prove enjoyable for you and your bidding
committees. If you are interested in bidding for a short bid and do
not know where to begin, email me at gl_recognition@nacurh.org
with questions, concerns, or concepts.
Peace, Love, Polar Bears,
Ataia

Best Campus Town
The Best Campus Town gives you the opportunity to convince the
RBD that your campus town is awesome! One way to approach
this is to think about why your campus would be a great location
for the conferences.
CRITERA

TItle Page
Award Name
Campus Town
Conference and Year
Institution
Describe the Campus Town
Pictures
Bid no longer than 3 pages, including title page
Award Selection Process

The RBD is looking for places, people, things, and experiences
that make your campus town unique and feel like home for your
residents.

Campus Animal of The Year
The campus animal is the one animal or animal breed that have
found a place in your campus heart, on your campus hate list, or
somewhere in-between. Is there a weird relationship between
your campus and an animal?
CRITERA

TItle Page
Award Name
Campus Animal
Conference and Year
Institution
The relationship between the animal and the campus
Personal Stories!
Bid no longer than 3 pages, including title page
Award Selection Process

The RBD is looking for funny, cute, or even scary anecdotes with
an animal on campus.

Best Original GLACURH Chant
The best original GLACURH chant is fun, inviting, easy to learn,
and literally screams GLACURH spirit.
CRITERA

TItle Page
Award Name
Chant Title
Conference and Year
Institution
A brief explanation of the chant
A video (or set f photos) of it in action
Bid no longer than 3 pages, including title page
Award Selection Process

Boardroom will vote for the one they love the best. It should be
memorable and speak to the values and epicness of the Great
Lakes region.

Epic Board Battle
The Epic Board Battle is bid just for the RBD. Yes, the RBD will
create a bid! Each member of the RBD will nominate another RBD
member for an award that does not exist in the region; be it
funny, real, or heartwarming.
CRITERA

TItle Page
(nonexistent) Award Name
Nominee Name
Conference and Year
Institution
A brief explanation of the award
An authentic and original argument for nominee
Evidence
Bid no longer than 3 pages, including title page
Award Selection Process

Boardroom will vote for the most creative award and most
convincing reasons for the recipient. These bids will be unique,
inclusive, respectful, and fun! Bidders cannot nominate
themselves.

